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AbstractAbstract:: WeWe reportreport newnew detectionsdetections ofof thermalthermal emissionemission fromfrom thethe transitingtransiting hothot JupiterJupiter WASPWASP--4343bb inin thethe HH andand

KsKs--bandsbands asas observedobserved atat secondarysecondary eclipseseclipses.. TheThe observationsobservations werewere mademade withwith thethe WIRCamWIRCam instrumentinstrument onon thethe

CFHTCFHT.. WeWe obtainedobtained aa secondarysecondary eclipseeclipse depthdepth ofof 00..103103±±00..017017%% andand 00..194194±±00..029029%% inin thethe HH andand KsKs--bandsbands,,

respectivelyrespectively.. TheThe KsKs bandband depthdepth isis consistentconsistent withwith previousprevious measurementmeasurement inin thethe narrownarrow bandband centeredcentered atat 22..0909

umum ((GillonGillon etet alal.. 20122012)).. OurOur eclipseeclipse depthsdepths inin bothboth bandsbands areare consistentconsistent withwith aa blackbodyblackbody spectrumspectrum withwith aa

temperaturetemperature ofof ~~18501850 K,K, slightlyslightly higherhigher thanthan thethe daysidedayside equilibriumequilibrium temperaturetemperature withoutwithout dayday--nightnight energyenergy

redistributionredistribution.. BasedBased onon theoreticaltheoretical modelsmodels ofof thethe daysidedayside atmosphereatmosphere ofof WASPWASP--4343b,b, ourour datadata constrainconstrain thethe dayday--

nightnight energyenergy redistributionredistribution inin thethe planetplanet toto bebe ≤≤ 1515--2525%%,, dependingdepending onon thethe metalmetal contentcontent inin thethe atmosphereatmosphere.. AA
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Fig. 2:  Left: shown are the original light curves for the target and 4 reference stars 

in Ks band, and the correlation between centroid positions and light curves. Right : 

The differential light curve of WASP-43 relative to the 4 reference stars. Top panel 

shows the curve before background subtraction, with solid line for the background 

model. Middle and bottom panels present the final corrected light curves with 

nightnight energyenergy redistributionredistribution inin thethe planetplanet toto bebe ≤≤ 1515--2525%%,, dependingdepending onon thethe metalmetal contentcontent inin thethe atmosphereatmosphere.. AA

strongstrong thermalthermal inversioninversion inin thethe daysidedayside atmosphereatmosphere isis ruledruled outout byby ourour currentcurrent datadata.. FutureFuture observationsobservations areare

requiredrequired toto placeplace detaileddetailed constraintsconstraints onon thethe chemicalchemical compositioncomposition ofof thethe atmosphereatmosphere..

Background 

The WASP-43 planetary system

Observations of thermal emission from transiting exoplanets during their

secondary eclipse provide important constraints on the thermal structures

and chemical compositions of the dayside atmospheres. Such observations

have been reported for over 30 exoplanets to date (Seager & Deming 2010),

including hot Jupiters, hot Neptunes and even super-Earths, mostly using

space facilities like SST and HST. Given that most hot exoplanets have

their spectral energy distribution (SED) peak in the near-infrared (NIR)

(Barman 2008), making them particularly good candidates to observe using

ground-based NIR instruments. Such work have been done in several IR

channels ranging from z′ (0.9 µm; e.g. Smith et al. 2011) to K-band (2.1 µm;

e.g. Deming et al. 2012). By combining such NIR ground-based data with

space-borne data obtained with HST (∼ 1 − 2 µm; Swain et al. 2012) and

Spitzer (between 3.6 - 24 µm; Knutson et al. 2012), a long spectral baseline

is obtained, allowing one to place stringent constraints on the thermal

profiles and chemical compositions of the atmospheres (e.g. Madhusudhan

et al. 2011b).

Depth=0.194±0.029%

Ks Ks

model. Middle and bottom panels present the final corrected light curves with 

best-fit model in solid lines. The filled circles with error bars are rebinned data 

with bin sized of 24 and 48 respectively. 

Table. 1: The planetary (left) and stellar (right) parameters of the WASP-43 system. 

Data taken from the extrasolar planets Encyclopaedia (http://exoplanet.eu). In this 

table, the peculiarities of WASP-43b can be seen or inferred including its high 

bulk density, short period, young stellar age and small stellar mass, making 

this planet a favorable one for follow-up detailed studies.

Observations

The scientific interpretations

� With CFHT/WirCAM in 

staring mode in 2012.

� Ks and H band in two nights

� Each run consists of ~600 

exposures

� Defocused largely to avoid 

saturation and improve SNR

� High SNR sky measurements

� Standard image reduction Fig. 1: WASP43 in Ks with WirCAM

Fig. 3: Observations (filled circles with error bars, blue are from this work) and 

model spectra of thermal emission from WASP-43b. The black curve shows a 

model spectrum and the red curve shows the corresponding temperature profile, 

with solar metallicity in the left and 5 times solar metallicity in the right panel.

Conclusions:

�� CConsistent with a blackbody spectrum with a temperature of onsistent with a blackbody spectrum with a temperature of 

~1850 K, slightly higher than the dayside ~1850 K, slightly higher than the dayside TTeqeq. . 

�� TThe dayhe day--night energy redistribution in the planet to be ≤ 15night energy redistribution in the planet to be ≤ 15--

25%, depending on the metal content in the atmosphere.  25%, depending on the metal content in the atmosphere.  

�� A strong thermal inversion in the dayside atmosphere is A strong thermal inversion in the dayside atmosphere is 

ruled out with our current data setruled out with our current data set

WASP-43


